Pluripotency of reprogrammed somatic genomes in embryonic stem hybrid cells.
Somatic nuclei can be epigenetically reprogrammed by factors present in undifferentiated embryonic stem (ES) cells. The acquisition of pluripotency by somatic genomes could render such cells a viable source of personalized cell type(s) for therapeutic application, avoiding the need for controversial therapeutic cloning. To investigate this possibility, we first determined the origin of transcripts in teratomas generated from mouse (ES x somatic cell) hybrid clones. Transcription of markers from the somatic genome demonstrated efficient in vivo differentiation down independent lineages. The induction of dopaminergic neurons by coculture with stromal PA6 feeder cells also demonstrated efficient capacity to differentiate in vitro. Hybrid clone-derived neurons expressed appropriate markers, and transcription of Pitx3 from the somatic genome was confirmed. When transplanted into mouse brains, the dopaminergic neurons were successfully integrated and expressed tyrosine hydroxylase. Thus, it should be possible to produce personalized ES-like cells with the reprogrammed somatic genomes.